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a b s t r a c t
We have examined variations in the 29Si nuclear shielding tensor parameters of SiO4 tetrahedra in a series
of seven alkali and alkaline earth silicate glass compositions, Cs2O  4.81 SiO2, Rb2O  3.96 SiO2, Rb2O  2.25
SiO2, K2O  4.48 SiO2, Na2O  4.74 SiO2, BaO  2.64 SiO2, and SrO  2.36 SiO2, using natural abundance 29Si
two-dimensional magic-angle flipping (MAF) experiments. Our analyses of these 2D spectra reveal a linear dependence of the 29Si nuclear shielding anisotropy of Q(3) sites on the Si–non-bridging oxygen bond
length, which in turn depends on the cation potential and coordination of modifier cations to the nonbridging oxygen. We also demonstrate how a combination of Cu2+ as a paramagnetic dopant combined
with echo train acquisition can reduce the total experiment time of 29Si 2D NMR measurements by
two orders of magnitude, enabling higher throughput 2D NMR studies of glass structure.
Ó 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Silicate glass structure is often modeled as a continuous random
network of interconnected silicate tetrahedra [1,2]. Within this
model are five types of silicate tetrahedra each classified by their
connectivity, i.e., the number of oxygen that are corner-linked to
other tetrahedra. These are denoted by the notation Q(n), where n
(=0–4) represents the number of bridging oxygen per tetrahedron.
Quantifying the distribution of Q(n) species in a silicate glass and
their degrees of connectivity can provide considerable insight into
the structure of glass [3,4] as well as into the reactions of anionic
species occurring in the melt [4–11].
NMR has played and continues to play a significant role in identifying and validating glass structural models [3,12,13]. For example, regarding short-range order in silicate glasses, 1D 29Si MAS
spectra [12,14–20] has provided convincing evidence that the Q(n)
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species distribution is not random but closer to binary, that is, the
glass contains a maximum of two Q(n) species, with a sequential
appearance of Q(n1) species as the alkali content increases. Related
to these efforts Stebbins [21] showed that the characteristically different anisotropic lineshapes of Q(n) sites can be exploited in a static
sample (non-MAS) 29Si NMR measurements to observe and quantify
the narrow resonances of Q(4) at lower abundance. With the introduction of 2D isotropic/anisotropic correlation experiments, like
29
Si 2D magic-angle flipping (MAF) [6,7,10,11], the precision for
quantifying all Q(n) sites was dramatically improved, allowing Q(n)
species to be identified and quantified even when the 1D MAS spectrum is completely unresolved [7,11].
An approximate approach for understanding the systematic
variation in the 29Si nuclear shielding tensors of Q(n) sites can be
found through straightforward symmetry arguments. As a traceless second-rank symmetric tensor the shielding anisotropy tensor
vanishes for the central atom in a tetrahedral bonding arrangement. This is the case in both fully connected Q(4) and fully disconnected Q(0) sites where the four Si–O bond have approximately
equal lengths. In Q(1), Q(2), and Q(3) sites, however, there are signif-
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icant differences among the four bond lengths with silicon–nonbridging oxygen (Si–NBO) bonds typically a few picometers shorter
than silicon–bridging oxygen (Si–BO) bonds. As noted by Grimmer
and coworkers [22,23] as the bond length decreases there will be
an increase in s character of the bonding orbital and an increased
shielding along the direction of the shorter bond. Thus, the 29Si
shielding tensor of Q(3) is axially symmetric with the largest shielding component along the shorter Si–NBO bond. Similar arguments
explain the axially symmetric shielding tensor of Q(1) sites with the
smallest shielding component along longer Si–BO bond. For Q(2)
the shielding tensor is non-axially symmetric with largest shielding component along the axis that bisects the NBO–Si–NBO angle.
As the number of 29Si 2D MAF measurements [24,25] in alkali
and alkaline earth silicate glasses [6,7,10,11] increased, we noted
a systematic decrease in the 29Si nuclear shielding anisotropy for
Q(n) sites with increasing modifier cation potential [11]. This was
explained by an increase in Si–NBO bond lengths when coordinated by stronger modifier cations. That is, as the Si–NBO bond
gets closer in length to the Si–BO length a reduced 29Si shielding
anisotropy is observed. Similar systematic cation effects on isotropic and anisotropic chemical shifts were observed in phosphate
glasses by Kirkpatrick and coworkers [26,27]. If this linear dependence could be experimentally calibrated in silicate glasses the 29Si
nuclear shielding anisotropy would become a more powerful probe
of microscopic structure in glasses.
In this paper we examine the variation in 29Si nuclear shielding
anisotropy of Q(3) sites of seven different alkali and alkaline-earth
glass compositions using 29Si 2D MAF NMR. To enable these measurements at natural abundance 29Si levels we combine echo train
acquisition with paramagnetic Cu2+ dopant in the glass
[28,29,16,17,30,31] as it dramatically reduces the 29Si T 1 values,
i.e., recycle delays, without significant reductions in T 2 . Our analyses of these 2D spectra reveal the dependence of the 29Si nuclear
shielding anisotropy of Q(3) sites on the changing network modifier
cation potential, and also suggest a related dependence on the
changing coordination of modifier cations to the non-bridging oxygen. These results not only help us better understand 29Si nuclear
shielding tensor anisotropies but also impact our efforts in discovering new structures and structural trends in silicate glasses.

Table 1
Nominal sample compositions, melt temperatures, and NMR corrected compositions
of alkali and alkaline silicate glasses used in this study. For composition M2/zO w SiO2
we have w ¼ nSi =ðznM =2Þ. All compositions are doped with approximately 0.5 wt%
CuO except BaO  2.75 SiO2⁄ .
Nominal composition

Melt temp. (°C)

Corrected composition

Cs2O  4.5 SiO2
Rb2O  4.0 SiO2
Rb2O  2.0 SiO2
K2O  4.0 SiO2
Na2O  4.0 SiO2
BaO  2.0 SiO2
BaO  2.0 SiO⁄2
SrO  2.0 SiO2

1300
1300
1200
1100
1300
1500
1500
1500

4.81 ± 0.05
3.96 ± 0.02
2.25 ± 0.003
4.48 ± 0.01
4.74 ± 0.02
2.64 ± 0.03
2.75 ± 0.02
2.36 ± 0.53

silica in the final composition, M2/zO w SiO2. Combining the stoichiometric ratio

w¼

2 nSi
;
z nM

ð1Þ

with the charge balance equation

z nM ¼ 4nQ 0 þ 3nQ 1 þ 2nQ 2 þ nQ 3 ;

ð2Þ

where nM and nQ n are the number of moles of metal oxide and Q(n)
species, respectively, one obtains the expression

w¼

2
;
4yQ 0 þ 3yQ 1 þ 2yQ 2 þ yQ 3

ð3Þ

where yi are the mole fractions taken as the integrated areas of the
Q(n) resonances given in Table 5. The adjusted compositions are

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

2. Methods
0.2

2.1. Sample preparation
Alkali and alkaline earth oxide silicate glasses with nominal
compositions given in Table 1 were synthesized from high-purity
metal carbonates (Aldrich 99+%) and silica (Aldrich 99.99+% metals basis). Approximately 0.5 wt% of CuO was added to each composition to shorten the spin–lattice relaxation time, T 1 . An
additional barium silicate glass was prepared without addition of
CuO for comparison purposes. Prior to synthesis, metal carbonates
and silica were placed in a dehydrating oven at 150  C overnight to
remove any water from the materials. The starting materials were
ground to get homogeneous mixtures, decarbonated at 700  C (and
600  C for glasses made with K2O) overnight and then melted for
about 2 h at the temperatures given in Table 1. The samples were
then quenched from these temperatures to room temperature by
placing the bottom of the platinum crucible into water. The recovered samples were fully transparent and possessed a very uniform
light blue color, indicating the copper is uniformly distributed.
Due to the hygroscopic nature of the metal carbonates used in
the syntheses as well as the low melting points and high volatility
of alkali metal oxides [32,33] the integrated areas of Q(n) resonances obtained from the 29Si MAF spectrum (vide infra) were used
to determine the final stoichiometric ratio of alkali metal oxide to
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Fig. 1. The 29Si magnetization saturation recovery on a logarithmic time axis for
undoped (solid circles) and 0.5 wt% CuO-doped (open squares) barium silicate glass
along with best-fit to the stretched exponential function of Eq. (4).

Table 2
Best fit parameters from least-squares analysis of saturation recovery experiments to
the stretched exponential function of Eq. (4). Parameter uncertainties are given as one
standard deviation. Also listed for each composition is the chi-squared reduced, v2m ,
for the best fit and T 75% , the 75% recovery time. All compositions are doped with
approximately 0.5 wt% CuO except BaO  2.75 SiO⁄2.
Composition

T 1 (s)

b

v2m

T 75% (s)

Cs2O  4.81 SiO2
Rb2O  3.96 SiO2
Rb2O  2.25 SiO2
K2O  4.48 SiO2
Na2O  4.74 SiO2
BaO  2.64 SiO2
BaO  2.75 SiO⁄2
SrO  2.36 SiO2

3.65 ± 0.1
2.16 ± 0.15
1.76 ± 0.09
4.02 ± 0.20
7.32 ± 0.40
16.4 ± 0.7
226 ± 6
39 ± 2

0.48 ± 0.01
0.37 ± 0.02
0.54 ± 0.02
0.43 ± 0.03
0.53 ± 0.02
0.48 ± 0.02
0.52 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.02

1.5
1.4
1.5
1.8
1.4
1.6
1.9
1.6

7.2
5.7
3.2
8.5
13.5
33
423
75
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[

]

Fig. 2. Magic-angle flipping pulse sequence with echo train acquisition with spin and spatial symmetry pathways. Hypercomplex acquisition is performed to obtain positive
and negative t1 quadrants in the 2D time domain signal [42]. Acquisition parameters are given in Table 3.

given in Table 1. This approach ignores the presence of free oxide
(O2), which is not expected to be present in significant amounts
in these silica-rich glass compositions [34].
2.2. NMR measurements
NMR experiments were performed on a hybrid Tecmag ApolloChemagnetics CMX II 9.4 T (79.47 MHz for 29Si) NMR spectrometer
using either 4 mm or 7 mm rotors in homebuilt dynamic-anglespinning probes [35]. Rotor packing was performed in a nitrogenfilled glove bag. The sealed rotors were spun with compressed air
dried to a dew point of 40  C. Four dummy scans were performed
before starting acquisition to establish a steady-state equilibrium
and reduce differential relaxation. All experiments were performed
at ambient temperature with spinning rates from 12 to 15 kHz for
the 4 mm rotor and 6 to 7 kHz for the 7 mm rotor.
The 29Si relaxation time was measured for all glasses using the
saturation recovery method [36] under magic-angle spinning
(MAS). No evidence of differential relaxation among Q(n) sites
was observed in the saturation recovery measurements. The magnetization recovery of the integrated spectrum (i.e., all Q(n) sites)
was fit to the stretched exponential function

h

i

SðtÞ ¼ S1  1  exp ðt=T 1 Þb :

ð4Þ

applied to the echo train dimension and the 3D signal is projected
down to obtain the sensitivity enhanced 2D MAF signal. An active
shear of the 2D time domain signal is applied parallel to MAS dimension with a shear ratio of j ¼ 1. This leads to a signal correlating
pure isotropic and anisotropic dimensions, and leaving all anisotropic cross sections centered at 0 Hz.
2.3. 2D MAF lineshape analysis
In this article we employ the IUPAC definitions for the nuclear
shielding and chemical shift interactions [43]. The isotropic
nuclear shielding is defined as the trace of the nuclear shielding
tensor,

1
3

riso ¼ ðrzz þ ryy þ rxx Þ;

ð5Þ

where rzz ; ryy , and rxx are the components of the second-rank
shielding tensor. The isotropic chemical shift is defined as

diso ¼

rref  riso
;
1  rref

ð6Þ

where, rref is the nuclear shielding of the reference compound, TMS
for this study.
The nuclear shielding tensor can be visualized as a threedimensional ellipsoid, and the deviations, positive or negative, of
this ellipsoid from a sphere are best understood by examining
the elements of the traceless symmetric part of the nuclear shielding tensor, given by

Magnetization recovery curves along with best-fit to Eq. (4) are
shown in Fig. 1 for two barium silicate glasses with and without
CuO doping. A summary of the best-fit parameters are given in
Table 2.
The shifted-echo MAF pulse sequence [37,38] used is shown in
Fig. 2. This version employs echo-train CPMG acquisition [39–41]
and correlates the MAS spectrum with an anisotropic off-magicangle spectrum. The anisotropic dimension is acquired at an angle,
hR , nominally perpendicular to the applied field, where the anisotropic frequencies are scaled by a factor of P 2 ðcos hR Þ. Further
experimental details are given in Table 3 and Fig. 2.
All spectral processing, including affine transformations, were
performed with RMN.1 Following an approach outlined by Dey
et al. [41], the MAF signal with echo-train acquisition is converted
into a three-dimensional signal with the echo train count, k, forming
the third dimension. A matched stretched exponential filter is

The principal axis system of the second-rank symmetric tensor, S, is
defined as the coordinate system where S is diagonal with principal
components, kzz ; kyy , and kzz ordered, according to the Haeberlen
convention [43], such that

1
PhySy Ltd, RMN, Version 1.8 (www.physyapps.com, PhySy Ltd, Grandview Heights,
OH 43212).

Similarly, following IUPAC convention [43], the notation fd represents the chemical shift anisotropy, given by

Sik ¼

1
ðrik þ rki Þ  riso :
2

jkzz j > jkyy j > jkxx j:

ð7Þ

ð8Þ

Additionally, we define the second-rank symmetric tensor anisotropy, f, and asymmetry parameter, g, according to

fr ¼ kzz ; and gr ¼

kxx  kyy
:
fr

ð9Þ
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Table 3
Parameters used in pulse sequence of Fig. 2 for 2D MAF-CPMG experiments. Here, nETA is the number of echoes acquired during echo train acquisition, srd is the recycle delay, and
stot is the total experiment time. The initial t1 value was 0.1 ls for all compositions. All compositions are doped with approximately 0.5 wt% CuO except BaO  2.75 SiO⁄2.
Composition

h1 (°)

h2 (°)

p ðh Þ (ls)
1
2

sm (ms)

p ðh Þ (ls)
2
2

nt1 nt2

Dt 1 (ls)

Dt2 (ls)

t2 (ms)

t2 (ms)

ðkÞ

nETA

Scans

srd (s)

stot (h)

Cs2O  4.81 SiO2
Rb2O  3.96 SiO2
Rb2O  2.25 SiO2
K2O  4.48 SiO2
Na2O  4.74 SiO2
BaO  2.64 SiO2
BaO  2.75 SiO⁄2
SrO  2.36 SiO2

87.14
90.00
90.00
54.74
87.14
54.74
54.74
90.00

54.74
54.74
54.74
90.00
54.74
90.00
90.00
54.74

6.8
7.0
7.0
9.0
7.5
13.0
8.0
7.5

183
183
183
182
183
183
202
183

4.4
5.2
5.2
3.6
6.1
3.6
3.6
6.1

64  600
77  320
80  320
38  160
66  320
45  320
44  120
62  320

50.0
50.0
50.0
166.7
50.0
125.0
166.7
50.0

12.6
12.6
12.6
25.0
12.6
12.6
25.0
12.6

3.8
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
1.6
2.1

7.6
4.1
4.1
4.2
4.1
4.2
3.2
4.1

40
100
200
50
100
200
80
100

512
320
320
256
96
48
32
64

9
5
6
60
14
201
1350
81

82.0
34.2
42.7
162.1
24.6
120.6
528.0
89.3

fd ¼ fr ;

ðkÞ

ð10Þ

however, in this article we will keep our discussion in terms of the
nuclear shielding anisotropy, fr .
For the least-squares analysis of each MAF spectrum, a computer program was written using a stochastic Markov chain
accepting new steps based on the Metropolis–Hastings criterion
in order to ensure the v2 minimum was reached [44]. The anisotropic lineshapes are generated in the frequency domain using the
POWDER interpolation scheme [45].
For the Q(4) resonances, our model for the 2D MAF spectrum
constrains the distribution of isotropic resonance frequencies to
follow a skew-normal distribution [46], defined as




a mn
:
SðmÞ ¼ Ae ð D Þ  1 þ erf pﬃﬃﬃ 
2 D
12

mn 2

ð11Þ

The familiar moments of the skew-normal distribution are the
mean frequency, m, the standard deviation, s, the skewness, c1 ,
and the excess kurtosis, c2 . A positive c1 signifies a skewed distribution with an asymmetric tail extending out towards positive values,
while a negative c1 signifies a skewed distribution whose tail
extends out toward negative values. The kurtosis, c2 , describing
the fourth moment of the distribution, is commonly viewed as a
measure of the ‘‘peakedness” of the distribution and the ‘‘weight”
of its tail [47].
While the Q(4) resonances in the anisotropic dimension were
not expected to have any chemical shift anisotropy, a significant
broadening is observed and modeled with a Gaussian distribution.
Alternatively, one could use the Czjzek distribution [48]—originally
developed to model distributions of electric field gradients in
glasses—as a general model for the distribution of second-rank tensor parameters due to random structure variations around an
otherwise highly symmetric case like Q(4). However, at low values
of the Czjzek distribution parameter, the anisotropic lineshape
approaches Gaussian so we chose not to implement this method
in our model. Furthermore, we observe that the width of the Q(4)
anisotropic broadening varies linearly with increasing isotropic
chemical shift. Thus, we model this behavior by constraining the
Gaussian line width, D, in the anisotropic dimension to depend
on the correlated isotropic frequency, miso , according to

Dðmiso Þ ¼ D0 þ mD  ðmiso  miso;mode Þ;

ð12Þ

where mD is the linear slope for the variation of D and miso;mode is the
mode of the Q(4) isotropic lineshape.
For the Q(3) and Q(2) resonances, our model constrains the distribution of isotropic resonance frequencies to follow a normal distribution. Unlike Q(4), no improvements in the least-squares analysis
were found on introducing a skew in their isotropic distributions.
In the anisotropic dimension the Q(3) and Q(2) resonances were
modeled with a Gaussian broadened chemical shift anisotropy
lineshape. We also point out that an extended Czjzek model [49–
51] has recently been developed as an alternative to model the distribution of second-rank tensor parameters in a glass around first

ð0Þ

coordination sphere geometries with well-defined and non-zero
anisotropy, such as Q(3), Q(2), and Q(1). Implementing an extended
Czjzek model in spectral analysis software, however, is not trivial
[52], so we continue to model these random contributions as an
additional Gaussian line broadening. In principle, an extended
Czjzek model could replace this artificial fit parameter with a more
meaningful parameter characterizing longer range disorder in the
glass structure.
Based on previous work [23,6,10], the Q(3) resonances were further constrained to be axially symmetric (i.e., gr ¼ 0). Based on the
results of previous MAF studies on silicate glasses [6,10,7], we also
constrain the anisotropy, fr , and asymmetry parameters, gr , to be
identical for each Q ðnÞ site in a given glass composition, and no
improvements in our least-squares analysis were obtained by
ðnÞ

releasing this constraint. We use the notation, fðnÞ
r and gr , to represent the nuclear shielding parameters for a Q ðnÞ site.
2.4. Nuclear shielding calculations
The 29Si nuclear shielding tensors were investigated using Gaussian 03 [53] at B3LYP level with a 6-311++g(2d,p) basis set used for
all atoms. Calculations were performed on silicon centered clusters, as shown in Fig. 5, built in the axis system shown to the right
of each cluster. The axis not shown in Fig. 5 is positive coming out
of the page. These clusters were modeled on a typical Q(4) environment using a Si–O bond distance of 1.61 Å which is based on the
bond distance of a-quartz [23,54]. Hydrogens (not shown) were
attached to each oxygen and held at a bond angle of 180 in order
to preserve the high symmetry of the cluster. The Q(3) cluster was
modeled by decreasing the Si–O bond along the z axis of the Q(4)
cluster in 0.01 Å steps from 1.61 Å to 1.51 Å. This depression of
the Si–O bond distance models the changing Si–NBO bond distance
in the presence of different network modifying cation.
3. Results
The dominant nuclear spin relaxation mechanism for natural
abundance 29Si in bulk silicate glasses is expected to arise from
through-space dipolar couplings to distant rapidly relaxing paramagnetic centers. In this mechanism the 29Si magnetization recovery
follows the stretched exponential [55–58] of Eq. (4) with b ¼ 0:5.
As seen in Fig. 1 and Table 2 the addition of paramagnetic dopant
to the barium silicate glass provides over an order of magnitude
reduction in T 1 from 226 s to 16.4 s with b values falling reasonably
close to 0.5. Interestingly, a b value near 0.5 is observed even for
the undoped barium silicate glass, suggesting that the relaxation
mechanism for this glass arises from dipolar couplings to paramagnetic ions, which likely arise due to trace impurities and defects.
One intriguing observation on examination of T 1 values of all
glass compositions in Table 2 is that for the same nominal mole
fraction of paramagnetic dopant, the 29Si relaxation times in the
alkali silicate glasses are about an order of magnitude shorter than
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in the alkaline earth silicate glasses. Since the alkaline earth silicates have a significantly lower density of nuclear magnetic
moments compared to the alkali silicates, this suggests that the
29
Si relaxation times are also influenced by dipolar couplings to
the highly abundant NMR active alkali cation nuclei in the alkali
silicate glasses.
To determine the sensitivity gains from combining the strategies of Cu2+ doping and echo train acquisition for natural abundance 29Si the 2D MAF spectra were obtained for doped and
undoped barium silicate glasses with and without CPMG acquisition. The effect of Cu2+ doping on the 29Si relaxation, shown in
Table 2, is to reduce the 75% recovery time from 423 s to 33 s. This
alone is a factor of 12.8 reduction in total experiment time. Adding
CPMG acquisition increases sensitivity by a factor of 2.4 and 2.7 for
the doped and undoped barium silicate glasses, respectively. Thus,
the combined enhancement yields a factor of 80.6 reduction in
total experiment time. It is this combination of echo train acquisition with the better choice of Cu2+ as paramagnetic relaxation
agent that allowed us to obtain the natural abundance 29Si 2D
MAF spectra of the seven different alkali and alkaline-earth glass
compositions shown in Fig. 3. One challenge to this approach can
be incorporation of the transition metal oxide into the glass composition. While most transition metal oxides are soluble in silicate
melts [59–62] there is a risk of volatilization and loss of the paramagnetic metals during synthesis at higher temperatures, particularly in the silica rich compositions. Another concern is whether
the oxidation state of the transition metal cation changes when
introduced into the melt [62,63].
Recalling the characteristic anisotropic 29Si lineshapes of Q(n)
sites [6], the 2D MAF spectra in Fig. 3 confirm and illustrate the
well known assignments of 29Si MAS frequencies in silicate glasses:
the anisotropic cross-sections correlated to the MAS frequencies
between 100 to 110 ppm are dominated by Q(4), the anisotropic
cross-sections correlated to the MAS frequencies between 85 to
100 ppm are dominated by Q(3), and only in the strontium silicate
composition does the anisotropic dimension reveal a weak Q(2)
contribution correlated to MAS frequencies around 80 ppm. Also
shown in Fig. 3 are the best-fit 2D lineshapes obtained in our leastsquares analyses. The best-fit parameters for the 2D MAF lineshape
model, described in Section 2.2, are given in Table 4 for the isotropic chemical shift parameters, and in Table 5 for the anisotropic
nuclear shielding parameters. A challenge in presenting uncertainties for the anisotropic shielding parameters arises from a strong
covariance with the Gaussian line broadening that is also used in
the least-squares analysis of anisotropic lineshapes. The line
broadening found during least-squares analysis of the anisotropic
cross sections can be attributed to structural disorder, intrinsic
excited state lifetime, and uncertainty in the tensor parameters.
The uncertainties in the shielding tensor, therefore, can range from
values as low as those reported in Table 5 to as high as its corresponding Gaussian line broadening.
The one dimensional projections of the 2D MAF experimental
and best-fit spectra onto the isotropic dimension for all glass compositions are shown in Fig. 4. Focusing on the Q(4) isotropic parameters in Table 4 we see that the mean (d) of the Q(4) isotropic
resonances span a range of chemical shifts located around
104 ppm to 98 ppm. A well known trend [17] in Q(4) isotropic
chemical shift is towards less negative (less shielded) values with
increasing network modifier cation potential and with increasing
network modifier content as well. A more subtle but established
trend is a shift towards less negative values with decreasing Si–
O–Si bond angle [64,65]. With the varying silica content and modifier cation potential it is difficult, at first glance, to discern trends
in d in Table 4, but evidence of these trends is present. In the two
rubidium silicate glasses there is a shift from 103.0 ppm to

99

98.0 ppm with increasing Rb2O content. The shift in resonance
intensity in this range can be assigned to the increasing presence
of anionic clusters Q(4,4443), Q(4,4433), Q(4,4333), and Q(4,3333) with
increasing network modifier, consistent with observations in double quantum experiments [66–68]. Additionally, we see a marked
shift of d from 101.3 ppm to 98.0 ppm in comparing SrO  2.36
SiO2 to Rb2O  2.25 SiO2, respectively.
The standard deviation of the isotropic Q(4) resonance distribution is approximately 5.5 ppm for the alkali silicates and 6 ppm for
the alkaline earth silicates. The larger isotropic spread in the alkaline earth silicates are a reflection of the more random distribution
of anionic species caused by the higher cation potentials of Ba and
Sr. We also found that incorporating skewness into our lineshape
model gave improvement in the least-squares analysis for Q(4) resonances but not Q(3) or Q(2). Even then, we find the skewness and
excess kurtosis of the Q(4) isotropic lineshape, as shown in Table 4,
were near zero in all glasses except Cs2O  4.81 SiO2 and SrO  2.36
SiO2. It seems odd that these Q(4) lineshape asymmetries occur in
the two glass compositions with the most different modifier cation
potentials in this study. The asymmetry in the lineshape, however,
is subtle and we hesitate to speculate on its origins without further
experimental data.
While it is often the first coordination sphere geometry that
determines the second-rank anisotropy, there are situations where
the first coordination sphere geometry has a symmetry that leads
to no anisotropy. Such is the case with the tetrahedral symmetry
around 29Si in Q(4) sites. Thus, the origin of the observed 29Si anisotropy in Q(4) likely arises from random structural deviations away
from this high symmetry in the first- and higher-coordination
spheres of silicon. We have found the anisotropic lineshape of
the Q(4) sites is well modeled with a Gaussian lineshape that
increases in width with increasing isotropic chemical shift. We
explain this increasing anisotropic width by assigning the narrowest anisotropic cross-sections at the most negative chemical shifts
to Q(4,4444) sites. As we move to more positive chemical shifts, the
Gaussian width of the anisotropic cross-section increases, though
no characteristic powder lineshape is observed. Again, this behavior is consistent with our assignment of these Q(4) resonance frequencies in anionic clusters with Q(3), such as Q(4,4443), Q(4,4433),
Q(4,4333), and Q(4,3333).
Shifting our attention to the Q(3) isotropic parameters we note
that the mean (d) of the Q(3) isotropic resonances span a narrower
range of chemical shifts than Q(4), located around 94 ppm to
89 ppm, and similarly shift towards more positive chemical shift
values with increasing network modifier content. Again, the
increase in Q(3) isotropic resonances at the more positive chemical
shift values with increasing modifier content can analogously be
assigned to the presence of anionic cluster Q(3,444), Q(3,443),
Q(3,433), and Q(3,333). The standard deviation of the isotropic resonances are around 4 ppm for the alkali silicates, and 5–6 ppm for
alkaline earth silicates. Again, the larger spread in the alkaline
earth silicates are a reflection of the more random anionic species
distribution caused by the higher cation potentials of Ba and Sr.
Only in the strontium silicate glass composition do the 2D MAF
spectra reveal the presence of Q(2) sites. We observe no evidence of
Q(1) or Q(0) sites in any glass composition in this study. This also
suggests there is no significant free oxide (O2) in the barium
and strontium silicate glasses above the disilicate composition.
The observed Q(2) isotropic resonance frequencies are shifted
towards more positive chemical shifts with a greater isotropic
spread than the Q(3) resonance.
Given the relative areas from the 2D MAF spectrum analysis in
Table 4 for the Q(2), Q(3), and Q(4) sites in the strontium silicate glass
and the assumption that the following anionic equilibria [69,70]
takes place in the melt:
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Fig. 3. Experimental 2D MAF spectra (first row) of Cs2O  4.81 SiO2, Rb2O  3.96 SiO2, Rb2O  2.25 SiO2, K2O  4.48 SiO2, Na2O  4.74 SiO2, BaO  2.64 SiO2, SrO  2.36 SiO2 with
best fit spectra (second row), best fit Q(4) site (third row), best fit Q(3) site (fourth row) and best fit Q(2) site (last row). The averaged reduced v2m are 1.36, 1.59, 1.50, 1.40, 1.26,
1.35 and 2.42 respectively. Twenty equally spaced contours are plotted from 5% to 95% of the maximum intensity. All frequencies (in ppm) are referenced to TMS.

2Q ð3Þ

Q ð2Þ þ Q ð4Þ ;

ð13Þ

we can calculate the corresponding equilibrium constant,

k3 ¼

xQ 4 xQ 2
ðxQ 3 Þ2

;

ð14Þ

where xQ n is the mole fraction of the Q ðnÞ species. From k3 one can
infer how the Q ðnÞ anions are distributed in the bulk glass. When
k3 is zero the distribution of silicate tetrahedra within the glass is
binary, that is, the glass contains a maximum of two Q ðnÞ -species
with the sequential appearance of other Q ðnÞ -species as the modifier
cation content increases [71]. In contrast, calculated values of k3 ,
assuming a statistically random distribution and neglecting the formation of free oxygen anion, would give k3 ¼ 0:375 [72]. Thus, one
can view the equilibrium constants as a measure of frozen-in disorder or configurational entropy of the glass. In a glass with composition cMO  ð1  cÞSiO2 the mole fractions of all species in the
equilibria of Eq. (13) are calculated [11] according to

xQ n ¼ 

c



1c

yQ n
 yQ 0  0:5yQ 1 þ 0:5yQ 3 þ yQ 4

Using the expression above with the

29

:

ð15Þ

Si NMR relative Q ðnÞ abunðSrÞ

dances given in Table 4, the k3 values of k3 ¼ 0:058  0:006 for
the SrO  2.36 SiO2 glass. This value is in line with the trend in k3
(Fig. 7 in Ref. [11]) with increasing cation potential observed by
Davis et al. [11].
4. Discussion
The primary focus of this study is to examine the dependence of
the 29Si shielding anisotropy of Q(3) sites on modifier cation. Based
on our previous 29Si MAF measurements in alkali and alkaline
earth silicate glasses [6,7,10,11], we noted a systematic decrease

in the 29Si shielding anisotropy with increasing modifier cation
potential [11]. In combination with these previous studies, the
seven glass compositions in this study were chosen to explore a
wider variety of modifier cations. The 29Si shielding anisotropy of
Q(3) variations for the seven glass compositions in this study, along
with previous works, are given in Table 5. The variation in the 29Si
shielding anisotropy of Q(3) ranges from 27 ppm for Mg to approximately 90 ppm for Cs and K. As noted in the Introduction the origin of this trend was explained by Grimmer and coworkers
[73,22,23] and Kirkpatrick and coworkers [26,74,27,75] who noted
a linear relationship between the 31P nuclear shielding anisotropy
and the P–O bond length in a number of phosphorus compounds
[73] and crystalline orthophosphates [26].
To better illustrate the linear relationship between the 29Si
shielding and the Si–NBO bond length, we performed ab initio calculations on Si(OH)4 clusters modeling Q(n) tetrahedra. In these calculations we chose a coordinate system with the z axis along the
Si–NBO bond and one Si–BO bond in the z–y plane, as illustrated
in Fig. 5. The Q(4) on the right with all Si–BO distances equal has
a spherical 29Si shielding tensor (rxx =ryy =rzz ). A Q(3) is modeled
on the left by compressing the Si–O bond along z, resulting in a
prolate spheroid (rxx =ryy < rzz ) shielding tensor. As seen in
Fig. 5A, this causes the nuclear shielding to become more shielded
along the z axis due to a corresponding increase in electron density
along the Si–NBO bond, while becoming less shielded along the x
and y axes. Since the decrease in shielding perpendicular to the
compressed Si–O bond is slightly greater in magnitude than the
increase in shielding along the compressed Si–O bond, the isotropic
shielding, shown as a solid line in Fig. 5A, decreases as the Si–O
bond is compressed, consistent with well known trends for isotropic 29Si chemical shifts [76]. Of greater relevance to this study are
the symmetric tensor elements, Sii , of the 29Si nuclear shielding
tensor as a function of Si–NBO distance shown in Fig. 5B. The Szz
value, which is the nuclear shielding anisotropy, fr , for the cluster,
becomes smaller as the Si–NBO bond distance increases towards

3:52  0:16
80:9  0:9
9:8  0:9
5:68  0:16
89:9  0:7
65:1  0:6
0:16  0:02
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101:3  0:8
25:1  0:8
SrO  2.36 SiO2
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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4:15  0:04
4:65  0:05
4:19  0:02
4:29  0:04
5:72  0:16
5:83  0:12
94:3  0:7
92:7  0:7
89:5  0:7
92:9  0:7
90:5  0:7
90:8  0:7
90:8  0:7
41:6  0:4
50:5  0:2
89:0  0:1
44:7  0:1
42:2  0:2
75:7  0:8
72:8  0:6
0:35  0:02
0:0  0:0
0:0  0:0
0:0  0:0
0:0  0:0
0:005  0:002
0:005  0:001
0:50  0:02
0:00001  0:00001
0:0003  0:0003
0:0017  0:0001
0:0010  0:0001
0:021  0:005
0:022  0:004
5:45  0:10
5:28  0:05
5:64  0:19
5:15  0:02
5:31  0:03
6:06  0:39
6:20  0:17
102:3  0:7
103:0  0:7
98:0  0:7
103:8  0:7
103:7  0:7
99:8  0:8
101:2  0:7
58:4  0:3
49:5  0:2
11:0  0:3
55:3  0:1
57:8  0:1
24:3  3:0
27:2  0:7
Cs2O  4.81 SiO2
Rb2O  3.96 SiO2
Rb2O  2.25 SiO2
K2O  4.48 SiO2
Na2O  4.74 SiO2
BaO  2.64 SiO2
BaO  2.75 SiO⁄2

s (ppm)
d (ppm)
y2Q (%)
y4Q (%)

d (ppm)

s (ppm)

c1

c2

y3Q (%)

d (ppm)

s (ppm)

Q(2)
Q(3)
Q(4)
Composition

Table 4
Best fit parameters area (yQ n ), (d), standard deviation (s), skewness (c1 ), and excess kurtosis (c2 ) for the isotropic dimension for each Q(n) site obtained from the least-squares analysis of 2D MAF spectra in Fig. 3. The shape parameter, a,
in the skew-normal distribution was constrained to a value of zero (i.e., normal distribution) for Q(3) and Q(2) resonances. Parameter uncertainties are given as 2.58 times one standard deviation (99% confidence limit). All compositions
are doped with approximately 0.5 wt% CuO except BaO  2.75 SiO⁄2.
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the Si–BO bond length. Admittedly, this simple computational
model ignores the influence of higher coordination spheres; however, it provides the correct explanation for the observed trends.
Given this fundamental and linear relationship between the Si–
NBO bond length and fr , how might one explain the observed
experimental correlation in Fig. 6 between fr and the nature of
the network modifier cation? There is a well established linear
relationship between bond length and electronegativity differences [77–81]. Assuming that the Si electronegativity remains constant, we can attribute the variations in the Si–NBO length to
changes in the NBO electronegativity. These changes, in turn, arise
from coordination of the NBO by varying number of network modifying cations with varying electronegativity. Thus, the approximate linear dependence of fr on network modifier cation
potential in Fig. 6 would imply a direct proportionality between
a network modifier cation’s electronegativity and its potential—a
relationship consistent with the electronegativity definition of
Gordy [79].
Given the explanation above, there is a clear need for additional
work to calibrate the relationship between 29Si nuclear shielding
anisotropy and Si–NBO bond lengths in Q(n) sites. This can be done
empirically, through solid-state NMR measurements of shielding
tensors in crystalline materials of known structure. This approach
has been successful with calibrating the 31P nuclear shielding tensors [73,26] in phosphates and, analogously, the 17O efg tensor
with bond lengths and angles around oxygen in silicates [83–87].
Alternatively, first-principle quantum chemical calculations [88]
on crystalline silicates of known structure could also be brought
to bear on this issue. Interestingly, the results of Fig. 6 also suggests
that the 17O quadrupolar coupling constant, C q , of the NBO, which
is known to vary linearly with Si–O length [89,90], would also be a
probe of variations in the modifier coordination environments
around non-bridging oxygen. It may be that this indirect effect of
modifier cation potential on the Si–NBO length plays a larger role
in variations of the NBO 17O C q value than the direct perturbation
of the NBO electric field gradient by the spatial distribution of
modifier cation charges.
Finally, another intriguing observation in Fig. 6 is that increasing modifier concentration causes the anisotropy to decrease when
going from K2O  4.48 SiO2 to K2O  2 SiO2 and from Na2O  4.74 SiO2
to 2Na2O  3 SiO2. These differences of 10 ppm are greater than
our measurement uncertainty. One possible explanation alluded
to earlier is that the Q(3) Si–NBO length is increasing with increasing coordination of the NBO by the modifier cations. This structural
picture is analogous to the proposed structural changes in the distinct compositional ranges of Hoppe [91] proposed in phosphate
glasses. That is, in high silica compositions the non-bridging oxygen could be coordinated by smaller clusters of modifier cations,
which would have a weaker pull on the Si–NBO length. In turn,
as the network modifier concentration increases, the number of
modifier cations clustered around the non-bridging oxygen
increases [92,93], causing the Si–NBO bond to lengthen, as illustrated below.
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Table 5
Best fit parameters for the nuclear shielding anisotropy parameters, fr and gr , and GB is the standard deviation of Gaussian line broadening for each Q(n) obtained from leastsquares analysis 2D MAF spectra in Fig. 3. The value of gr was constrained to a value of zero for Q(3) resonances. Parameter uncertainties are given as 2.58 times one standard
deviation (99% confidence limit). All compositions are doped with approximately 0.5 wt% CuO except BaO  2.75 SiO⁄2.
Composition

Q(4)

Q(3)

Q(2)

D0 (ppm)

mD

fr (ppm)
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GB (ppm)

fr (ppm)
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GB (ppm)
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Fig. 4. One dimensional projections of 2D MAF experimental and best-fit spectra onto the isotropic dimension for glass compositions (A) Cs2O  4.81 SiO2, (B) Rb2O  3.96 SiO2,
(C) Rb2O  2.25 SiO2, (D) K2O  4.48 SiO2, (E) Na2O  4.74 SiO2, (F) BaO  2.64 SiO2, (G) SrO  2.36 SiO2. Also shown in each plot is the difference between the experimental and
best-fit projections. Best-fit parameters are given in Table 4. Dashed lines represents the one dimensional projections of the best-fit 2D MAF spectra. Also shown are one
dimensional projections of Q(n) components of the best-fit 2D MAF spectra. The Q(4), Q(3), and Q(2) components appear from right to left, respectively, at progressively higher
chemical shifts.

This trend of increasing Si–NBO length with increasing modifier
content is also consistent with recent molecular dynamics simulations in alkali silicate glasses [94,95]. Further natural abundance
29
Si MAF studies exploring these variations of 29Si shielding aniso-

tropy of Q(n) species in a systematic variation of mole fraction in
cM2O  ð1  cÞSiO2 glass compositions is underway in our
laboratory.
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5. Summary
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We show that Cu2+ is a good choice as a paramagnetic relaxation agent for echo train acquisition in glasses as it reduces T 1 ,
i.e., recycle delays, without significant reductions in T 2 . The combination of Cu2+ as a paramagnetic dopant with echo train acquisition allows us to perform natural abundance (4.7%) 29Si MAF
measurements with an order of magnitude enhancement in
sensitivity.
We exploit this sensitivity enhancement in a systematic investigation of the natural abundance two-dimensional 29Si MagicAngle Flipping spectra of a series of alkali and alkaline-earth sili-
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cate glasses and measure the relative populations of Q ðnÞ anionic
species present in each glass with much higher precision than
can be obtained from one-dimensional Magic-Angle Spinning measurements. The assumption of a Gaussian distribution of isotropic

-15
20

29
Si chemical shifts for the Q ðnÞ anionic species was found to be
valid in all compositions with the exception of a slight skewness
in the Q(4) resonance of Cs2O  4.81 SiO2 and SrO  2.36 SiO2 glasses.
From the calculated mole fractions the Q(3) disproportionation constant, k3 , for SrO  2.36 SiO2 glass was obtained for the first time. No
evidence for Q(1) nor Q(0) species were detected in their MAF spectra. Similarly, no evidence for Q(2), Q(1) nor Q(0) species were
detected in the MAF spectra BaO  2.64 SiO2 glass and BaO  2.75
SiO2 glass suggesting no free oxide is present in significant
amounts in these alkaline earth silicate glass compositions.
Fits of anisotropic cross sections of the 29Si 2D MAF spectrum
allowed the nuclear shielding parameters for Q(3) to be determined,
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0
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1.52

1.55

1.61

1.58

and the observed fð3Þ
r values were consistent with trends reported
in a previous MAF studies [6,7,10,11] where the magnitude of fr
is observed to decrease as the cation potential increases. Based
on results of Grimmer and coworkers [22,23], this trend of fr versus cation potential indicates the increased ability of smaller more
highly charged cations, such as Mg2+, to withdraw electron density
from the 29Si nucleus as the Si–NBO bond length increases, ultimately approaching a bridging Si–O–Si bond. Additionally, we

Fig. 5. Ab initio results for Q(1) and Q(3) clusters as a function of Si–NBO distance
with all Si–BO distances constant at 1.61 Å. (A) Full shielding tensor components
and (B) symmetric part of the shielding tensor in the indicated molecular
coordinate system.

observe a systematic decrease in fð3Þ
r with increasing modifier
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Fig. 6. Plot of fr versus cation potential for Q(3). In addition to the seven fð3Þ
r values from this work, the fr values of K2O  2 SiO2 [10], 2Na2O  3 SiO2 [6], CaO  SiO2 [7] and
MgO  SiO2 [11] from previous studies are presented [7]. The c is the mole fraction of modifier oxide from cMzO  ð1  cÞSiO2, where z ¼ 1 or 2, sample, and is grouped into
three ranges. Z is the charge of coordinating cation and r is the atomic radii [82]. For each sample, the smallest radius was used to calculate Z=r max and the largest radius was
used to calculate Z=rmin . The average of Z=r max and Z=r min was used in the plot because of the presence of multiple radii resulted from different coordination numbers for each
cation.
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cation concentration. This suggests that larger clusters of network
modifier cations will also lengthen the Si–NBO bond length and
lead to smaller fð3Þ
r values.
Such experiments are important parts of a collective multidimensional NMR strategy that, as Mattias Edén notes in his recent
review [13], has been ‘‘only exploited to a minor fraction of its full
potential” in characterizing intermediate range structure in glasses.
This information is valuable in testing predictive models for structure–property relationships in glasses [96], such as topological constraint theory [97–101] and the related temperature-dependent
constraint theory [102,103], where one needs to know enough about
the structure of a given glass to identify relevant structural units and
constraints; the best source of this kind of structural detail can come
from experimental NMR measurements [104–107].
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